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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In recent years, companies have been striving for increased visibility and transparency of activities performed within (inter-organizational) supply chains. According to a survey conducted by Thonemann (2004), supply chain champion companies emphasize clear end-to-end planning processes, manage complexities actively, integrate their supply chain organization, and focus on operative coordination. Both in practice and in academia it is well acknowledged that increasing customer requirements in terms of reliability and responsiveness can only be met if processes in the supply chain can be monitored and controlled on a real-time basis. Real-time process monitoring requires that the states of relevant physical objects (e.g. containers, pallets, components) and information objects (e.g. customer orders, manufacturing orders) are captured individually after the performance of specific supply chain processes. The gathered information on object’s states can then be used to support a centralized or decentralized control of the processes in a supply chain. Process monitoring applications, which are currently being discussed are at best restricted to “alert generation”, i.e. a decision maker is notified if the state of
an object deviates significantly from a pre-specified target state. More sophisticated applications could, however, include self-regulation mechanisms based on principles derived from cybernetics and system dynamics. If self-regulation is not feasible, intelligent mechanisms can be developed and implemented, which support decision makers by generating, evaluating and finally proposing feasible “repair mechanisms”. From a technological perspective, Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) in association with other tracking and tracing technologies, e.g. GPS/GSM-based object location and barcode technology can be considered as enabler of command centers, which provide alert generation, self-regulation and intelligent decision support to decision makers in the supply chain. RFID is enabling technology for highly automated supply chain operations, including real-time process monitoring and decision support. Streamlined management of exceptions and improved visibility across all supply chain elements are the two major benefits of this technology. RFID technology could potentially disrupt existing barcode technology and eventually render it obsolete. However, one of the strongest barriers to acceptance of RFID so far has been the lack of software applications development. We propose an approach to process monitoring and control which utilizes real-time information obtained from an RFID system. We define a closed-loop control mechanism that identifies infeasible states of the process and, in addition to alert generation, triggers intelligent self-regulation and repair mechanisms. Based on a printer assembly line process, we define a model and corresponding algorithms of a prototype application to point out the potential of real-time process monitoring and control. This assembly line represents a micro supply chain. We assume the implementation of RFID at item-level and its implications on monitoring and control of assembly line processes. We construct a simplified model that assumes the assembly line as a single sequence of transitions and places without conditional branching. Then we capture the state of items from RFID tags and readers by combining the real-time EPC and reading zone locator data with the derived position-in-the-sequence locator data. The state of the system can be captured as the set of states of all items in the assembly line at any point in time. Consequently, feasibility or infeasibility of the system’s state is determined by comparing the captured state and the set of reference feasible states. This is the borderline between the process monitoring and the process control. We propose a closed-loop (feedback) control system.
If the system’s state is infeasible we strive to obtain a feasible state by adequately instructing the system. This command can be in the form of swapping the position of items waiting in places for the next transition and give priority to the item with the least available slack time. An algorithm sorts the waiting items based on their available slack time and changes the position of the item in the sequence. In conclusion, we demonstrate an approach to RFID provided monitoring and control which can be the basis of further research in the fields of RFID software applications, RFID-enabled supply chain process monitoring, and RFID-enabled supply chain control.